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Hi Oscar!

Vol 5 No 15

Mar 11 '35
DEERING AWARDED FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIP CUP

The Deering High School graduates, members of the freshman class, have won the cup awarded to that secondary school in Maine having three or more graduates in the entering class attaining the highest scholastic standing for the fall semester.

Deering's delegation of nine men and two women won the cup with an average of 2.78. Brewer High, with twelve freshmen, was a close second, with an average of 2.74, and Camden, with three freshmen, holds third place with 2.59.

Deering's eleven winning the cup were: Charles Cain, Howard Crafts, Maurice Cushman, Nancy Henning, Betty Littlefield, Eugene McCann, Albert Owens, Thomas Owens, Edward Bierce, Arthur Smith, and William Van Gundy.

The four individuals in the group making the highest averages were: Thomas Owens, Arthur Smith, Nancy Henning, and Charlie Cain.

NEW HOUSE OFFICERS AT THE MAPLES

New house officers have been installed at the Maples for the remainder of the year. Nancy Henning of Portland was chosen president. Nancy is a Dean's List student, and is on the Women's Student Government board. Adolphine Voegelin of Boonton, New Jersey, is vice-president. Adolphine is a member of the "Freshman" staff and is also social chairman at the Maples. Althea Millett of Norway is secretary. Althea is on the Dean's List and is a member of the Y.W.C.A. Evelyn Adriance of Maplewood, New Jersey was re-elected treasurer. Besides being a Dean's List student, Evelyn accompanies the chorus and is a member of the orchestra. She is also a freshman representative on the Woman's Athletic council.

CALENDAR

Monday- Meeting of class executive committee (6:00 p.m.; Treasurer's Office)
Tuesday- Meeting of Numeral Club Wrestling Tournament
Wednesday- "Freshman" staff meeting
Thursday- Chorus
Friday- Stag Dance
Saturday- Track Meet at Colby

MUSIC NIGHT

There was a large crowd in attendance at Music Night and the Stag Dance Friday evening.

A trio composed of three freshmen: John DeLong, violin; Marian Hatch, violoncello; and Evelyn Adriance, piano, rendered several selections. Gerald Hart played several numbers on the trumpet, and Armando Patitogavea solo on the flute. It may well be said that the freshman class were very well represented in the program.

The freshmen attending the stag dance were: Marguerite Davis, Charles Havener, Georgia Taylor, Buel Dean, Edward Sherry, Robert Boynton, Ethel Mae Currier, Bernard Kief, Sarah Littlefield, Marjorie Thompson, Gerald Hart, Betti Bruce, Lena Rafuse, Kay Cox, Frederic Sturgis, William Ward, Stanley Getchell, June Clement, Verna Robinson, Louise Getzall, Donald Kelley, Arnold Vague, Donald Adams, Richard Gerry, Philip Rogers, Rose Whitmore, Walter Davis, Russell Bartlett, Donald Mayo, and Rodney Elliot.
SPORTING AROUND THE CAMPUS

The Freshman Relay Team journeyed to Portland Friday night and won an invitation race from Bridgton Academy Relay Team. Hurwitz, Boettcher, Fuller, and Gowell ran in the above order. Boettcher handed over a slight deficit which Fuller turned into a four yard lead and Gowell lengthened into twenty yards. The time was 3:06.

Phil Rogers was unanimously elected captain of the Freshman Basketball team at the close of the current season. This is a fitting tribute of his playing which was the main spring of the team's successful season.

To Don Kelley goes the title of the "rubber man" of the Freshman track team. He scored six events in the intramural meet.

Tuesday night at 7:00 there will be a meeting of the Numeral Club. This club is comprised of all numeral men of football, and Cross-country teams as well as the members of the A and B basketball teams and the Track men who have scored five points in a dual meet.

The call for freshman baseball players is expected this week. Several men have been working out regularly in the cage. Among them have been: Infielders; Elliot, Adams, Lord, Dunlap, and A. Vague. Outfielders; Bean and Sherry, Battery men; Cary, Additon, Greenlaw, Reidman, and W. Vague.

Now that the snowshoes are crossed above the fireplace and the skis are stored in the cellar, we review the work of the Freshmanon the Winter Sports team. Much credit for the successful record of their team goes to Green and Hardison who garnered many points, and to the faithful work of Huntoon, Elliot, and Smith.

Arnold Vague has been promoted to the varsity rifle team. His four position total of 183 out of a possible 200 was one of the highest totals for the Hearst trophy.

We may laugh at Oscar "Zippy" Zilch, but if perseverance and a will to win make athletes, Oscar is the man.

The Boxing tournament which gets under way Thursday night has numbered among its contestants many freshmen who are expected to make strong bids for individual titles. Among these are Harry Gilbert, Bob Hussey, Wimpy Haraburgh, Earl Leavitt, and Clifford.

WOMEN IN SPORTS

Despite our optimism at the beginning of the season, the Frosh girls ended with only two victories over the Juniors. Nevertheless the Seniors and the Sophomores were kept right on edge by our fighting Frosh teamsters. Mary Dorring, captain of the team throughout the tense season, set an high example for the rest to follow with her incomparable enthusiasm. The season was tense because the teams chances were so close to standing second. The last game was played against the Sophomores which decided their standing. The game was tied at the end of the first period, but the Sophs gained by two baskets however the Frosh held them down and although they fought desperately they could not force their way through to a winning score.

Juniors----15 13----Frosh vict.
Sophomores 18 Frosh----11
Seniors ---36 Frosh----30
Editorial
The Other Values

It has been said that a college education owes its chief value to the fact that young men and women are taken from their homes and are thrown more or less upon their own resources in an institution whose academic and social conditions promote not only study, but also friendships, evocations, and new interests. Therefore, although we do not expect everyone to study too hard, we wonder if everyone is getting those extra things out of college. Are you jumping into things with both feet? Are you taking part in athletic endeavours? You should, as was pointed out in last week's editorial, even though you do not make first place, even if you do not even make the third team, the physical training and the personal contacts will be of inestimable value to you.

Maples Vic Party

Last Saturday night the Maples was the scene of the first Saint Patrick's Day Vic party on campus. The feature of the evening was an elimination dance, which was won by Rose Whitmore and Eddie Backer. Rose received a blue and white kerchief and Eddie was awarded an enormous Eversharp, which was uncannily appropriate. Refreshments were colored in keeping with the occasion. Green ceiling lights lent a festive air to the gathering.

These present were: Adolphine Voegelin, Actor Abbott; Rose Whitmore, Eddie Backer; Kay Cox, Lyn Keller; Betty Drummond, Wally Gleason; Bunny Hamilton, Jimmy Bow; Louise Hatchell, Johnny Clark; Junie Clement, Harold Boardman; Mary Pendell, Leonard Gates; Ethel Mae Currier, Bernie Kiefe, Barbara Ware; Russell Orr, Alice Collins, Arbie Dougherty; Ruth Thurston, Stan Henderson; Betty Fournier, Fred Sturgis; Jean Mitchell and Ray Dunlavey.
JUST SUPPOSE

Joseph a wheel instead of an Axelrod
Keith Colby instead of Bates
Ronald houses instead of Barnes
James a pea instead of a Bean
William an orange instead of a Berry
Douglas worst instead of East
Ray a food instead of a Beverage
Barbara blue instead of Brown
Ralph a steward instead of a Butler
Charles Abel instead of Cain
Geoge a visit instead of a Call
Howard Arts instead of Crafts
Elmer a heron instead of a Drake
Lincoln a bird instead of a Fish
Carleton sunshine instead of Fogg
Mary a Marmon instead of a Ford
Basil a har instead of a Fox
Ernest a thaw instead of a Frost
Hyman orange instead of Glass
Douglas would refuse instead of Grant
Earl brown instead of Gray
Leon black instead of Greene
Raymond a cap instead of a Hatt
Arthur a Mountain instead of a Hill
James a fisherman instead of a Hunter
Mary chicks instead of Hawkes
Raymond a cape instead of an Ireland
Arnold a highway instead of a Lane
Carolyn short instead of Long
Dwight a Commoner instead of a Lord
Charles high instead of Lowe
Arthur a cooper instead of a Miller
Frederick less instead of Moore
Philip a jay instead of a Nightingale
Leland a duke instead of a Page
Richard a peach instead of a Pippin
Vinton a pauper instead of a Prince
Gerald large instead of Small
Walter dull instead of Smart
Herbert mild instead of Stern
Charles a pebble instead of a Stone
Joseph a poem instead of a Story
William Potash instead of Pearlmutter
Roas a duck instead of a Swan
Georgia a seamstress instead of a Taylor
Caleb would run instead of Trott
Arnold were clear instead of Veague
Ralph a cornet instead of a Viola
Howard East instead of West
Donald without a spoon instead of Witherspoon
Edwin marshland instead of Woodland
Mary wrong instead of Wright
Kenneth old instead of Young
Dexter iron instead of Wood
Buzz whiskey instead of Sherry

(Thanks to an unknown contributor)
Bernice Mae Hamilton wishes to announce that she has acquired the gentle art of knitting... What a man Hodges did his bit for the track meet Saturday night... We'll bet BeaLou was glad Friday night... Did the call sort of interrupt things Saturday night, Betty Fournier? We wonder if Boyer and Zileh plan to stay two or three weeks on their hike. By the size of their packs it may be three... Betty Bruce has christened her dog "Variety." He's the spice of life... Is it Bob----or Bill----or Bob, Lena? Ross shouldn't have gone to college. He should have gone to Colby... Sarah Littlefield finally came out of seclusion and had a smooth time at the Stag Dance.... Brockes ought to learn that it is no use to kick at things up here... Fred Louise enjoy the first three dances at the Stag Dance?----then afterward s?... It's a happy little foresome, Eh, Merjorie M. Thompson n?... Jack admitted the other day that he nearly got caught... His fiddle comes first and Marguerite Piscarek seems to come second... Kay was in seventh heaven at the Maples Vic c Party... Now that Bob Harris has a car maybe there'll be more double dates. Then we'll know what's on Helen Lewis' mind... We'll bet Solveig is tired toehits. But it was fun while it lasted... Orchids to our new editor-in-chief... Fred and Lena ought to be careful or they might lose themselves. It could happen any day now... They'll never be happy until they have a whole dance floor entirely to themselves... That certain "Hello" over the telephone is invariably f or Mary Pendell... Junie says she's never been in love. We wonder how much longer she'll be able to say that... Rowe won't admit that he's a crook, while Bernard is proud to be a Rho. Can you figure it out, boys?... Do you like fritters best on the table or in bed, Dick?... It's a good thing that Alice Collins wore high heels Saturday night or we wouldn't have known she was there for that one dance... The pencil was in good proportion. Don't you think so, Rose Whitmore... Somebody must have thought Danny's bed was a bowl of sour... We hear Mary Frost is beginning another pair of mittens... We're pleased to see the Maples' Senior proctor knitting... The punch bowl is all broken up over the Maples' Vic Party... What a difference a week makes; Georgia's in a Huffagein... Our advice to Ethel Mae: "Be Careful, Young Lady."... So Marge Lynds and Ashby don't hit it off so well... Some mornings the bell in South section just won't ring, will it, fellows?... We still want to know more about Murph... We wonder if Caroline Hanscomb had a nice weekend... So Blench and her love are back together again.

Those Who Babble.